best arts and entertainment story
This was an extraordinarily difficult category to judge. Every story was unique. Every story was an expression of a grassroots regard for culture and, as
such, a reminder that arts and entertainment begins at home. Through exceptional writing and unique expressions of genuine enthusiasm for the subject
matter, each of the winners connects individual communities with the larger culture of which they are a part. Sometimes the writing is cheeky and spirited;
sometimes it is serious and forceful. But in each case it grips the imagination and takes the reader to a moment, a place, a set of circumstances that were
previously unknown and un-regarded. This is the very nature of effective journalism and for this the authors are to be commended.
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STEVE BONSPIEL
The Eastern Door
This story accomplished two things for me: it told me about a chapter in the
culture that I had no idea existed and it introduced me to a film that I would like to
see for myself. It’s also one of those rare examples of superb writing where the voice
of the journalist fits perfectly with the projected tone of the film being reviewed.
Done with character and wit. An accomplishment deserving of high recognition.

TREVOR GREENWAY
The Low Down to Hull & Back News
After reading this story I want to visit Wakefield. I am certain it is a beautiful
community, but I am equally certain that the people who live there are proudly
unique. A pirate radio station, no less! And apparently that’s not the only
norm-busting that goes on. It’s enough to warm the cockles of the heart
of any red-blooded gentle cultural radical.
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JEREMY EAST
the Nation
It’s about time someone told us that there’s more to Attiwapiskat than a
media frenzy over intolerable housing conditions and political
gamesmanship. Yes, on one level this is a story about another small-town
rock band. But on an entirely different level it’s about pride, hope
and accomplishment. Check out the photos if you want to see
how serious and committed these young people are. Bravo!

Judge: James McLean, Graduate Program Director, Concordia University/Department of Journalism, Montreal, QC
• Number of entries in the Best Arts and Entertainment Story category: 31
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